wimmics: web-instrumented man-machine interactions, communities and semantics

bridging social semantics and formal semantics on the web.

Seminars

2017

- **22/06:** (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: roundtable: news given by every member of the team one after another
  - from 15:00 to 16:00: public presentation

- **18/05:** (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: roundtable: news given by every member of the team one after another
  - from 15:00 to 15:30: public presentation by Amel Ben Othmane (title to come)
  - from 15:30 to 16:00: public presentation by Emilie Palagi (title to come)

- **13/04:** (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: roundtable: news given by every member of the team one after another
  - from 15:00 to 15:30: public presentation by Debora Nozza on "Mentions and Synsets embeddings induced from a heterogenous graph structure"
  - from 15:30 to 16:00: public presentation by Amosse Edouard on "Semantic Linking for Event-Based Classification of Tweets"

- **16/03:** (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: roundtable: news given by every member of the team one after another
  - from 15:00 to 15:30: public presentation by Mahamadou Toure on "Accès Mobile Restreint et local au web de Données"
  - from 15:30 to 16:00: public presentation by Oscar Rodriguez Rocha and Géraud Fokou on "A Formalization Of The French Elementary School Curricula Applied To E-Education"

- **03/03:** (Salle Euler Bleu - Inria) from 14:00: PhD defense of Franck Michel
- **03/03:** (Polytech, building Templiers 2 / Ouest, room 307) from 10:30: public presentation of Marie-Christine Rousset on "Datalog revisited for reasoning in Linked Data"
- 16/02: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 09:30 to 10:00: internal news (restricted Wimmics)
  - from 10:00 to 11:00: rehearsal of the PhD defense of Franck Michel
- 13/02: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1) tandem talks
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: public presentation of Daniele Radicioni on “Some tools for conceptual representation and categorization: formal ontologies, Conceptual Spaces, and dual process theory”
  - from 15:00 to 16:00: public presentation of Enrico Mensa on “Building wide coverage lexical resources from encyclopedic and common-sense knowledge”
- 09/02: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 10:00 to 11:00: public presentation of Valentina Presutti on “Using frames in assistive robotics”
  - from 11:00 to 12:00: public presentation of Luigi Asprino on “Addressing knowledge integration with a frame-driven approach”
- 12/01: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 09:30 to 10:00: internal news (restricted Wimmics)
  - from 10:00 to 11:00: public presentation by Valerio Basile on “Stockle: A dashboard of news and sentiment for your financial trade”

2016

- 08/12: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 14:30: internal news (restricted Wimmics)
  - from 14:30 to 15:30: public presentation by Brian Cantwell Smith from the University of Toronto
  - from 15:30 to 16:00: public presentation by Alexandre Monnin on his ERC submission.
- 10/11: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: internal news (restricted Wimmics)
  - from 15:00 to 16:00: public presentation by Emmanuel Prados from STEEP Inria team - on "De la vision par ordinateur à la démocratie, en passant le développement durable. INRIA : Yes we can!"
- 06/10: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: internal news (restricted Wimmics)
  - from 15:00 to 16:00: public presentation by Emmanuel Pietriga from ILDA Inria research team, on "Data-centric Interactive Systems"
- 15/09: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: internal news (restricted Wimmics)
  - from 15:00 to 16:00: public presentation by Michel Buffa on "présentation de Web Audio", then "simulation d’un amplificateur et d’effets guitare en Web Audio" (internet of real things connected to the Web)
- 23/06: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 15:00: internal news (restricted Wimmics)
  - from 15:00 to 16:00: public presentation by Ludovic Dibiaggio (SKEMA Business School) and Jonathan SITRUK (PhD, SKEMA Business School) on "Catégorisation et succès des projets de crowdfunding "
- 26/05: (Salle du Conseil Templiers 1)
  - from 14:00 to 14:10: public short presentation by Léopoldine Lebouchard
  - from 14:10 to 15:00: public presentation by Walid Dabbous (Diana team) on "Étique et STIC "
  - from 15:00 to 16:00: internal news (restricted Wimmics)